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SPECIAL MISSION BOCHKA
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„Hello Reichbusters - this is BOCHKA calling from an underground entrance of a NAZI
Stronghold in the Mittelmeer.“

SOLDIER

„I got intell of secret infos about a big ArmyMech. The NAZI call it Vrilpanzer.“
„If we could get hold of the blueprints we may
use the infos to our fortune.“
Sent 3 Reichbusters via submarine to the
Stronghold and meet BOCHKA to get this job
done!
When you enter the Stronghold you are aware of
a strange smell in the air. You quickly put on
your NBC-Masks.

MISSION OBJECTIVES
Search the desk near the NAZI Officer and take
a basic action to get the Objective Complete
Item „blueprints“ at coordinates .

A

All Heroes must escape the Stronghold alive
with it. Remember, a clear way to the exit is
enough.

MISSION COMPLETE
Thanks to BOCHKA now the Reichbusters have
enough intell to ﬁght the incoming threats.

END OF THE MISSION
From now on every Team starts with an AP Rounds in case of BOCHKA is NOT
in the Team. BOCHKA always starts with a
heroic Point.

Raid designed by Nicholas Filip (4Feedback psxnod(at)yahoo.de)
ReichBusters designed by Jake Thornton
Published by Mythic Gamession.
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SPECIAL RULES 1
B1

Place the Desk Room Feature Card (RB 190)„SECRET PASSAGE“ at
. You can travel
as the tiles were adjacent. Enemies can travel too. There is no line of
within
sight. When this Card is revealed your ﬁnd an information hinting that the locked
Red-Doors may be opend with a DOOR-CODE in one of Office Rooms in the basement.

B2

Place randomized 2x False Objective an 1 Objective Complete Item reprepresenting the
DOOR-CODE in the three Office Rooms. You need to spent one action to claim the Information. But you write it on your hand - so no need to take it with you! For each False
Objective discovered you get a free action back.

B1

All Red Doors at coordinates
are looked. To open the doors ﬁnd the Objective Complete Item. You need to spent one action for entering the DOOR-CODE at the ﬁrst door
. Because of the contaminated air
and squeaky open all Red Doors. Make a noise test
ﬂowing in now spawn all dead soldiers as zombies at the next very End of the Enemy Turn.
Dead Soldiers are always placed on their side and are not removed. As long as the Scientist at coordinates
is alive all dead Soldiers respawn as Zombies. For that at the very
for each dead Soldier - on a
spawn a Zombie
End of each Enemy Turn - roll one
and remove the Soldier. The Scientist will not move. After the Scientist is dead handle
dead Soldiers as normal - you have stopped the gas streaming in and they don´t transmute
to Zombies anymore. You take oﬀ your NBC-Masks.
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